
SAFETYPRO GREENSEC ANCHOR DEVICE

BENEFITS

DESCRIPTION

 Waterproofing layer remains intact as the system does not require any 
mechanical fixation to the roof structure

 Thermal bridge-free solution as fixation elements are not necessary for 
installation

 All system components are made of high quality corrosion resistant materials

 Simplified and reduced amount of components

 Can be used with temporary cable as a horizontal lifeline system

 Ideal for building refurbisment, can be installed on already existing 
waterproofing without drilling the waterproofing membrane

 Applicable for montainous regions with high snow fall possibility

 Easy reassembly after vandalism, misuse and unforeseen environmental 
damages

 Tested in accordance with European standards EN 795:2012 and 
CEN/TS 16415:2013

Ballasted fall protection system for green roofs or gravel roofs, ensures the 

safety of people working at heights.

June 2022

Forces according to EN 795:2012

Static 12+2 kN

Dynamic 9+1 kN

only with PPE EN363 6 kN (max)

PERFORMANCE

APPLICATION
The SafetyPro greenSec fall protection system for extensive and intensive 

green roofs or gravel roofs up to 7° or 5°*. Can be installed as a single 

point fall protection system with a ballast layer of 75 kg/m2 or 80 kg/m2*.

SPECIFICATIONS

Property Unit Value

Geotextile size cm 300 × 300

Base disc diameter cm 55

Maximum roof angle ° greenSec: 7 / greenSec-E*: 5

Material composite sandwich, stainless steel

Maximum number of users person 1+1

Recommended roof layer weight kg/m2 greenSec: 75 / greenSec-E*: 80

Minimum roof size cm 450 × 450

Recommended distance to roof edge m 2,5

All dimensions are nominal *only in Germany

System documentation
The SafetyPro system documentation is 
the normative when installing the system.

 www.knaufinsulation-safetypro.com
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SafetyPro greenSEC
system components
1. SP greenSec base disc
2. SP greenSec base stack
3. SP greenSec screw rod set
4. SP greenSec addi
5. SP wire anchor head set

6. SP anchor point head and connector set

7. SP stainless steel wire [d=8 mm]

8. SP wire turnbuckle

9. SP wire thimble

10. SP wire clamp

11. SP shrink tube for wire end [d=9 mm]

12. SP traveller
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Access only with PPE!

PPE cable length

Danger area

Unsecured area

Fall arrest area

GENERAL INFORMATIONS LEGENDS

Roof access

Restraint range of PPE

Roof edge
- All dimensions are approximate and must be checked by the company.
- In the event of devia , the distributor must be consulted immediately.
- This plan is only valid with the technical documenta .
- Secure access is available (assump ). If necessary, arrange addi (single anchor device) in the area of 0.6 m of the roof access or at the access
to the roof area according to DIN 4426: 2017-01!
- The concept was created on the basis of the exis .
- The condi c .
- The pendulum movement must be restricted to an absolute minimum.
- According to the state of the art, a rope system is always to be preferred over SAD.
- All skylights are permanently break-through-proof or must be secured on site with collec .
- All users must be demonstrably instructed and trained in the use of the fall protec .
- By stepping on the roofs, the user accepts the fall protec .
- Personal protec l (PPE), including training, is the sole responsibility of the user.
- The rescue of accident vic e l th .
- For the planned products in the fall protec , the required clearance below the user, the permissible stress from sharp edges and the maximum
length of the lanyard in a restraint system must be taken into account.
- If there is insu i (<less than 6.25 m), the fall protec restraint system! That means the lanyard has to be
chosen / adjusted so that a fall is impossible!
- Plan and use the systems exclusively as a restraint system!
- In order to prevent deforma , the snow must be carefully cleared, if necessary a snow guard must be installed.
- Planning is based on European interna : (DACHS, lea - Switzerland, AUVA-Austria, BG BAU - Germany)

SafetyPro greenSECKnauf Insula .o.o.

Trata 32, SI-4220 Ško , Slovenia
www.green-urbanscape.com
www.urbanscape-architecture.com

All rights reserved!

Proposal plan
The Proposal plan is intended solely for the purposes of preparing the o . In the event that the Proposal Plan is used for other purposes, manufacturer
assumes no responsibility.

Installa
The installa i . Installa
only be performed by an authorized installer. Any use of products that are not part of the SafetyPro system is not permi
assume any responsibility for the installed system as a whole.

DISCLAIMER

greenSEC - greenroll

Technical detail drawings

DETAIL PLAN
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Roof base structure

 Waterproofing membrane

 Urbanscape® Root Membrane USRM500*

 Urbanscape® Geotextile 300-REC

 Urbanscape® Drainage with buffer

 Ballastmaterial (      gravel,      substrate)

 Urbanscape®  Geotextile 110

 Urbanscape® Sedum-mix Blanket

 Urbanscape® Green Roll

SafetyPro greenSec anchor device1
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6 fürs Grün GmbH
Kanalstr. 2, 66130 Saarbrücken, Germany                  Tel: +49 (0) 681 / 960 21 46-0     

E-mail: info@6-f-g.de                For more info visit: www.6-f-g.de

Knauf Insulation, d.o.o., Trata 32, 4220 Skofja Loka, Slovenia • E-mail: SafetyPro@knaufinsulation.com • www.urbanscape-architecture.com


